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INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiffs concede they have suffered no injury from the Secretary’s regulation of 

unstaffed drop boxes, insisting instead that this Court’s mandamus jurisdiction is broad 

enough to entertain their generalized grievance with this long-established voting method. 

But because Plaintiffs seeks to prohibit (not require) the Secretary’s performance of a 

discretionary (not mandatory) duty, Plaintiffs’ claims do not lie in mandamus. As a result, 

their failure to even attempt to establish injury is fatal to their claims, and their complaint 

should be dismissed for lack of standing. 

Plaintiffs’ arguments on the merits fare no better. The Legislature explicitly 

delegated to the Secretary the authority to establish procedures for early voting and ballot 

collection, and the Secretary has lawfully exercised his discretion to allow for ballot 

collection via unstaffed drop boxes. Despite Plaintiffs’ best efforts to fabricate a conflict 

between Arizona election law and the existence of unstaffed drop boxes, they are entirely 

consistent with each other.  

Ultimately, Plaintiffs have a policy dispute, not a cognizable legal claim. And 

because the relief they seek would impose severe harm on voters across the State—

including from underserved minority groups—both the law and the equities foreclose 

Plaintiffs’ effort to use the judiciary to mold the law to their preference. This Court should 

dismiss Plaintiffs’ complaint for lack of standing or grant Intervenor-Defendants summary 

judgment. 

ARGUMENT 

I. Plaintiffs’ complaint should be dismissed because Plaintiffs lack standing. 

Plaintiffs do not even attempt to allege that the existence of drop boxes has caused 

any “particularized injury to themselves,” Bennett v. Brownlow, 211 Ariz. 193, 196 (2005) 

(remanding with instructions to dismiss), instead putting all their effort toward arguing that 

the relaxed standing requirement for mandamus actions applies. But as Intervenors 

explained, see Intervenors’ Combined Mot. to Dismiss & Mot. for Summ. J. (“Intervenors’ 

Mot.”) at 5–7, Plaintiffs cannot shoehorn their broad-based policy dispute into the 
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“extraordinary remedy” of mandamus. Sears v. Hull, 192 Ariz. 65, 68 (1998).  

Plaintiffs’ contention that “[t]his case is no different” from the mandamus action in 

Arizona Public Integrity Alliance v. Fontes, 250 Ariz. 58 (2020), wholly misreads that 

precedent. Pls.’ Resp. to Def.’s Mot. for Summ. J. & Intervenors’ Combined Mot. for 

Summ. J. (“Resp.”) at 3. Fontes did not broadly authorize mandamus actions anytime an 

Arizona citizen seeks to “require[] the Secretary . . . to comply[] with Arizona election 

laws,” Id. at 6. Rather, Fontes made clear that mandamus actions are limited to instances in 

which public officials are required by law to undertake specific, nondiscretionary duties. In 

that case, the Secretary promulgated specific rules outlining the precise overvote 

instructions to be printed on mail-in ballots, yet a county recorder chose to print different 

instructions. Fontes, 250 Ariz. at 61, 63. The Court first noted that while the Secretary 

retained broad “authority to promulgate rules and instructions for early voting” “expressly 

delegated” by the legislature, id. at 62, the recorder was “not empowered to promulgate 

rules regarding instructions for early voting . . . [or]to change or supplant the EPM’s 

prescribed instructions.” Id. at 63. The Court further noted that the EPM prescribed specific 

instructions to be printed on mail-in ballots: “[T]he Recorder ‘must supply printed 

instructions that ... [i]nform voters that no votes will be counted for a particular office if 

they overvote,’ and that voters ‘should contact the County Recorder to request a new ballot 

in the event of an overvote.’” Id. (citing EPM). As a result, the Court held that “the Recorder 

has a non-discretionary duty to provide the Overvote Instruction authorized by the” 

Secretary. Id. at 61. 

Here, by contrast, Plaintiffs do not and cannot point to any specific, nondiscretionary 

duty that the Secretary is required to perform. Unlike the recorder in Fontes, who had “no 

authority to prescribe mail-in ballot instructions,” id. at 64, the Secretary is expressly 

delegated the discretion to “promulgate rules and instructions for early voting,” id. at 62. 

And unlike the specific duty at issue in Fontes, which mandated the precise overvote 

instructions the recorder was to print on mail-in ballots, Plaintiffs here challenge a statute 

that broadly empowers the Secretary to “prescribe rules . . . for early voting and . . . 
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collecting, counting, tabulating and storing ballots.” A.R.S. § 16-452(A). Indeed, while 

Plaintiffs admit that “the statute is utterly silent on these drop boxes[,]” Resp. at 9, they fail 

to explain how that silence gives rise to “a duty specifically imposed by law,” Sears, 192 

Ariz. 69; see Graham v. Moore, 56 Ariz. 106, 111 (1940) (denying writ of mandamus 

because “the statute does not point out any particular thing that [the official] must do”).  

Plaintiffs also suggest that Fontes implicitly did away with the well-established rule 

that mandamus actions may not lie to “restrain a public official from doing an act,” Sears, 

192 Ariz. at 68 (quoting Smoker v. Bolin, 85 Ariz. 171, 173 (1958)), contending that “Fontes 

did exactly that in the mandamus action there.” Resp. at 4. This once again mischaracterizes 

Fontes. The Supreme Court in Fontes found that the county recorder needed to perform his 

“non-discretionary duty to provide the Overvote Instruction authorized by the [EPM].” 250 

Ariz. at 61. While Plaintiffs emphasize that the recorder was enjoined from including the 

wrong instructions on mail-in ballots, Resp. at 4, this simply reflects the practical 

consequence that compelling the recorder to print the proper instructions necessarily 

required striking the conflicting, improper instructions.1  

In any event, as Plaintiffs themselves acknowledge, Resp. at 4, what matters in 

assessing mandamus jurisdiction is not how Plaintiffs’ requested relief is phrased, but what 

they are practically seeking. In Sears, for instance, the plaintiffs attempted to trigger 

mandamus relief by arguing that the relevant law, “as interpreted by the [plaintiffs,] 

require[ed] the Governor to refuse to enter” into a specific compact. 192 Ariz. at 69. The 

Court declined to bend the mandamus rules based on semantics where the practical relief 

sought by the plaintiffs was to “prohibit[] the Governor from entering any gaming compact 

that permit[s] slot machine or keno gambling,” id. at 67. Here, too, while Plaintiffs attempt 

to wordsmith their claim as seeking to require the Secretary to disallow drop boxes, see 

Resp. at 4 (arguing that Plaintiffs request something “similar” to “a prohibitory injunction 

halting noncompliance with Arizona law”), the practical relief they seek is to prohibit the 
 

1 Although the plaintiffs’ delay in bringing suit in Fontes made it impossible for the recorder 
to “order new instructions” for early ballots, the recorder was still “able to remove” the 
challenged instruction and mail the early ballots on time. Id. at 65. 
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Secretary from implementing unstaffed drop boxes. See Compl. ¶¶ 76, 78 (seeking “[a]n 

order invalidating the portion of the EPM authorizing unstaffed drop-boxes and enjoining 

their use”). 

At bottom, Plaintiffs ask this Court to transform mandamus from an “extraordinary” 

exception to traditional jurisdictional principles to a broad forum for generalized grievances 

anytime “virtually any citizen” seeks to “challenge any action of any public officer” by 

“claiming that the officer has failed to uphold or fulfill state or federal law, as interpreted 

by the dissatisfied plaintiff.” Sears, 192 Ariz. at 68–69. But the Supreme Court has rejected 

that position as flatly “inconsistent” with the mandamus statute, “which limits a cause of 

action to beneficially interested parties who seek to compel a public officer to perform ‘an 

act which the law specially imposes as a duty resulting from an office.’” Id. at 69 (quoting 

A.R.S. § 12–2021). Because this is not an action in mandamus, Plaintiffs cannot rely on a 

“beneficial interest” to confer standing, and their Complaint should be dismissed.  

II. The Secretary’s procedures allowing for unstaffed drop boxes are entirely 
consistent with Arizona law.  

Even if this Court reaches the merits, Intervenors are entitled to summary judgment 

because Plaintiffs’ claims fail as a matter of law. Plaintiffs do not dispute that the 

Legislature “expressly delegated to the Secretary the authority to promulgate rules and 

instructions for early voting,” Intervenors’ Mot. at 8 (quoting Fontes, 250 Ariz. at 62). 

Instead, they suggest that absent an express authorization for unstaffed drop boxes, the 

Secretary has exceeded his authority under A.R.S. § 16-452. Resp. at 10–11. Plaintiffs’ 

cramped interpretation of the law has no basis in statute or precedent.  

 While Plaintiffs urge the Secretary to simply “implement the specific requirements 

of Arizona election statutes,” Resp. at 12, the Legislature did not impose any specific 

requirements for ballot collection. Instead, the Secretary is tasked by law to determine 

which procedures “achieve and maintain the maximum degree of correctness, impartiality, 

uniformity and efficiency” and to prescribe rules establishing those procedures. A.R.S. 

§ 16-452(A). Contrary to Plaintiffs’ claims, Resp. at 10, this routine delegation of authority 
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does not run afoul of Arizona’s non-delegation and constitutional avoidance doctrines. 

“[T]he Legislature may delegate ‘the job of formulating guidelines to an agency that is 

likely better equipped to undertake the task.’” Cook v. State, 230 Ariz. 185, 187 (App. 2012) 

(quoting Griffith Energy, L.L.C. v. Ariz. Dep’t of Revenue, 210 Ariz. 132, 137 (App. 2005) 

(explaining that the Legislature “cannot delegate the authority to enact laws,” but it can 

delegate the authority “to fill in the details of legislation already enacted”)). Here, the 

Legislature has determined that the Secretary is “better equipped” to “fill in the details” of 

the law governing early voting procedures, including ballot collection. Id.; Griffith Energy, 

L.L.C., 210 Ariz. at 137; see also A.R.S. § 16-452(A). Accordingly, while the Legislature 

has decreed that early ballots shall be “delivered or mailed to the county recorder or other 

officer in charge of elections . . . or deposited by the voter or the voter’s agent at any polling 

place in the county,” it has not enacted any law detailing the specific processes by which 

such ballots must be delivered, mailed, or deposited, and has explicitly delegated to the 

Secretary the authority to fill in these gaps. A.R.S. §§ 16-548(A), 16-452(A).  

Indeed, delegation is particularly appropriate here because the EPM contains 

multiple hundreds of pages of detailed procedures, developed in consultations with various 

elections officials, stakeholders, and the public, and is also approved by the Attorney 

General and Governor. See Statement of Facts in Supp. of Intervenor-Defs.’ Mot. for 

Summ. J. (“SOF”) ¶ 9 (containing hyperlink to Arizona’s 2019 EPM, which is 544 pages); 

Ex. A at 2 (stating that the Secretary’s office worked with “County Recorders, Elections 

Directors, and their staff, and carefully considered feedback from other stakeholders and 

the public”). Because it would be “impracticable for the Legislature to supply” this level of 

detail, “[i]t is both reasonable and constitutionally acceptable for the Legislature to 

delegate” to the Secretary the authority to develop and regulate voting procedures. Cook, 

230 Ariz. at 188 (finding delegation proper where agency’s guidelines included 35 pages of 

detailed procedures involving coordination with agency personnel).  

Plaintiffs contend that the delegation of authority to develop procedures for ballot 

collection would translate to a grant of “plenary power to reshape Arizona’s voting process 
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in whatever way [the Secretary] likes” and “discretion to ignore Arizona law.” Resp. at 9. 

Not so. No party disputes the rule articulated in Leach v. Hobbs that the Secretary must 

exercise his discretion consistent with Arizona law. 250 Ariz. 572, 576 (2021); Intervenors’ 

Mot. at 8–9.2 But contrary to Plaintiffs’ suggestion, Leach does not support the proposition 

that statutes must provide “express authorization” for every minutiae of the election process. 

Resp. at 11. Instead, Leach rejected an interpretation of an EPM provision that would have 

directly conflicted with express statutory requirements. 250 Ariz. at 576 (finding that EPM 

provision allowing registered petition circulators to “de-register” would “evade [the 

statutory] requirement that a circulator answer a properly served subpoena”); see also 

Arizona All. for Retired Americans, Inc. v. Crosby, 537 P.3d 818, 823 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2023) 

(voiding EPM regulation granting counties discretion to determine how many ballots to 

hand audit upon finding that it “directly conflicts” with statute that “establishes with 

precision the number of early ballots that must be hand audited in the first instance”). Here, 

by contrast, there is simply no direct conflict between statutes authorizing delivery of early 

mail ballots and the regulation of drop boxes as one such means of delivery.3  

Plaintiffs attempt to manufacture a conflict between Arizona statute and the EPM by 

arguing that Arizona law requires that ballots be either mailed or otherwise delivered or 

deposited “in person,” Resp. at 13—notwithstanding the fact that no such limitation exists 

in the statutory language. In so doing, Plaintiffs overread the statutory language providing 

that early mail ballots may be “delivered to the office of the county recorder or other officer 

in charge of elections.” A.R.S. § 16-547(D) (emphasis added). When read in conjunction 

with A.R.S. § 16-548(B) (allowing early ballots to be “delivered or mailed to the county 

recorder or other officer in charge of elections”), these statutes together indicate that “the 

office of the county recorder” is synonymous with “the county recorder.” See Schultz v. 

 
2 For instance, “dispatch[ing] door-to-door ballot harvesters” as Plaintiffs purportedly fear, 
Resp. at 10, would likely run afoul of Arizona law imposing strict limits on the collection 
of another’s early ballot, A.R.S. § 16-1005(H).  
3 Contrary to Plaintiffs’ suggestion, Resp. at 17, a reference to drop boxes in a statute 
concerning polling place procedures does not conflict with or otherwise prohibit the use of 
drop boxes in early ballot collection, A.R.S. § 16-579.02. See Intervenors’ Mot. at 12. 
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Schultz, 243 Ariz. 16, 19 (App. 2017) (explaining that courts interpreting statutes should 

“consider all relevant statutory provisions and attempt to interpret related statutes 

consistently and harmoniously”). Indeed, a commonsense reading of Arizona law refutes 

the notion that the Legislature intended the “office of the county recorder” to signify the 

physical location of the office rather than the representative who holds office. Just as 

statutes authorizing “[t]he office of the governor [to] accept and spend. . . monies,” A.R.S. 

§ 41-108(B), or mandating that “[t]he office of the attorney general shall adopt rules,” 

A.R.S. § 44-7111, refer to officers and not their physical locations, the “office of the county 

recorder” refers to the recorder himself and not his brick-and-mortar office.   

Nor does the requirement that early ballot envelopes contain the postal address of 

the county recorder demonstrate that early voters must deliver their mail ballots in person 

to that address. Contra Resp. at 13 (citing A.R.S. § 16-547(A)). Early mail voters can 

choose to deliver or mail their ballots to the county recorder or other elections officer, or 

deposit them at a polling place. A.R.S. § 16-548(A). The postal address on ballot envelopes 

helps voters who chose the mail option, but the existence of a postal address does not 

preclude delivery by means other than mail or in-person deposit at a drop box. Id.  

Plaintiffs further contend that the 7:00 p.m. deadline for ballot receipt implicitly 

requires in-person delivery at election offices rather than delivery via drop box. Resp. at 16. 

But this deadline creates no conflict at all. Arizona law requires all ballots to “be received 

by the county recorder or other officer in charge of elections or deposited at any polling 

place in the county no later than 7:00 p.m. on election day.” A.R.S. § 16-548(A). Neither 

this ballot receipt deadline statute nor the ballot delivery deadline statute requires county 

recorders to have ballots physically in-hand by 7:00 p.m. on election day. Rather, county 

recorders receive, or “come into possession” of ballots when they are deposited in drop 

boxes. Ex. 1, Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, https://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/receive (last visited Dec. 7, 2023). If the Legislature intended for 

voters to physically deposit their ballots in person at the county recorder’s office or at a 

polling place, it could have written these requirements into law, but it did not. Moreover, 
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the separate requirement that “[t]he office of the county recorder or other officer in charge 

of elections shall remain open until 7:00 p.m. on election day for the purpose of receiving 

early ballots,” A.R.S. § 16-551(C), has no bearing on—and is consistent with—the use of 

drop boxes. The fact that election offices must remain open for those voters who elect to 

deliver their ballots in person does not limit receipt to in-person hand delivery.  

Finally, Plaintiffs’ disputes with the definition of “deliver” only illustrate why the 

term is entirely consistent with the use of unstaffed drop boxes. The definition of 

“deliver”—“to take and hand over to or leave for another,” Ex. J, Merriam-Webster.com 

Dictionary, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/deliver (last visited Nov. 13, 

2023)—does not require in-person delivery. Plaintiffs do not dispute that this is the 

ordinary, common definition of “deliver,” but argue that it does not “function in context.” 

Resp. at 15. Plaintiffs cannot reject the definition of “deliver” just because it does not 

support their preferred result. DBT Yuma, L.L.C. v. Yuma Cnty. Airport Auth., 238 Ariz. 

394, 396 (2015) (explaining that courts “generally give words their ordinary meaning . . . 

and may look to dictionary definitions”). Additionally, there is no merit to Plaintiffs’ request 

that this Court disregard the definition of “deliver” because it is too similar to the definition 

of “deposit.” Resp. at 15. The definitions of these words are far from “identical,” see Resp. 

at 15 (citing La Sota Decl. Ex. B),4 but even if they were similar, there is no basis to 

disregard the primary definition of one of the two words.5  

Ultimately, contrary to Plaintiffs’ suggestion that Intervenors’ interpretation of 

“deliver” would allow a voter to “leave a ballot for an election official anywhere,” Resp. 

 
4 Plaintiffs repeatedly cite a declaration of Mr. La Sota and its corresponding exhibits (see, 
e.g., Resp. at 15, citing “La Sota Decl. Ex. A”) which was never served on Intervenor-
Defendants, or—as far as Intervenors have been able to ascertain—ever filed on the docket 
in this case. This non-existent declaration appears to reference the Oxford English 
Dictionary definitions of the word “deliver.” Intervenor-Defendants attach as Exhibit 2 to 
this Reply the Oxford English Dictionary definitions of the word “deliver” to support their 
reply and to preserve any related argument.  
5 Plaintiffs’ citation to a case applying the expressio unius cannon of statutory construction 
simply does not state that two words in a statute may not have similar or overlapping 
meaning. Resp. at 16 (quoting Arizona Bd. of Regents for & on Behalf of Univ. of Arizona 
v. State ex rel. State of Ariz. Pub. Safety Ret. Fund Manager Adm’r, 160 Ariz. 150, 157 
(App. 1989)).  
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at 18, both Arizona statute and the EPM safeguard against the parade of horribles Plaintiffs 

envision. The Legislature has directed the Secretary to prescribe ballot collection rules to 

achieve “the maximum degree of correctness, impartiality, uniformity and efficiency,” 

A.R.S. § 16-452(A). In turn, the rules prescribed by the Secretary, written in the EPM, and 

approved by the Governor and Attorney General in 2019, set forth precisely “where, when, 

[and] how” voters may return their early ballots, Resp. at 17, including procedures allowing 

voters to deliver their early ballots via unstaffed drop boxes. SOF ¶¶ 12, 16–23; Ex. A at 3–

7. Neither Arizona law nor the EPM allows voters to “choose” how they deliver their early 

ballots to an election official, Resp. at 18. Rather, the law entrusts Arizona’s elected 

executive officials to establish safe and secure means of ballot collection. The EPM’s 

authorization of unstaffed drop boxes does just that. See Ex. A at 5–7 (articulating 

safeguards to ensure the security of drop boxes).  

Plaintiffs’ attempts to undo the Legislature’s delegation of authority to the Secretary 

and fabricate a conflict between unstaffed drop boxes and other provisions of election law 

fail as a matter of law. Because the Secretary acts well within his delegated authority in 

regulating unstaffed drop boxes, Intervenors are entitled to summary judgment.  

III. Intervenors are entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs’ request for 
injunctive relief. 

Plaintiffs all but concede they will not be irreparably harmed by Arizona’s continued 

use of unstaffed drop boxes. See Resp. at 7. Their failure to articulate any harm absent their 

requested relief is alone sufficient grounds to grant summary judgment to Intervenors. See 

City of Flagstaff v. Ariz. Dep’t of Admin., 526 P.3d 152, 159 (App. 2023) (vacating trial 

court’s grant of injunctive relief because plaintiff failed to show irreparable harm).  

Plaintiffs also fail to adequately address Intervenors’ evidence of the real and 

imminent harms the elimination of unstaffed drop boxes would impose on Intervenors’ 

members and constituents. Plaintiffs argue that Intervenors cannot show harm absent proof 

that voters would be entirely disenfranchised by the elimination of unstaffed drop boxes, 

Resp. at 20, but Plaintiffs cite no support for such a proposition. This is not surprising: 
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courts consistently hold that interferences on the right to vote amount to irreparable injury. 

See Ariz. Democratic Party v. Ariz. Republican Party, No. CV-16-03752-PHX-JJT, 2016 

WL 8669978, at *11 (D. Ariz. Nov. 4, 2016) (“[I]t is clear that abridgement of the right to 

vote constitutes irreparable injury.”); Cardona v. Oakland Unified Sch. Dist., 785 F. Supp. 

837, 840 (N.D. Cal. 1992) (“Abridgement or dilution of a right so fundamental as 

the right to vote constitutes irreparable injury.”); Obama for Am. v. Husted, 697 F.3d 423, 

436 (6th Cir. 2012) (“A restriction on the fundamental right to vote . . . 

constitutes irreparable injury.”). Intervenors have presented ample evidence that their 

members and constituents’ right to vote will be “abridged, or altogether extinguished” by 

Plaintiffs’ requested relief, and thus have established that the elimination of drop boxes 

would cause irreparable harm. Ariz. Democratic Party, 2016 WL 8669978, at *11; 

Intervenors’ Mot. at 14–16.  

Plaintiffs ignore evidence that many Arizonans, including Intervenors’ members and 

constituents, do not have easy or reliable access to mail services. SOF ¶ 50; Intervenors’ 

Mot. at 15–16. Further, Plaintiffs’ false equivalence between the burdens of obtaining mail 

ballots and the burdens of returning mail ballots, Resp. at 20, ignores the fact that the latter 

comes with a far stricter deadline, A.R.S. § 16-548(A), and a far more dire consequence for 

missing that deadline—ballot rejection.  

Moreover, Plaintiffs fail to counter Intervenors’ argument that their delay in bringing 

this lawsuit, years after countless Arizonans have come to rely on this voting method, 

weighs against their requested injunctive relief. See Intervenors’ Mot. at 16. Plaintiffs’ 

claim that they did not delay because they filed suit mere weeks after the 2023 EPM was 

transmitted to the Governor is disingenuous. Resp. at 19. As Plaintiffs are well-aware, the 

2023 EPM is not currently in effect, the act of transmitting it to the Governor is not legally 

significant, the EPM has regulated unstaffed drop boxes since 2019, and unstaffed drop 

boxes have existed in Arizona for decades. See SOF ¶¶ 14–16, 24–26.  

Finally, Plaintiffs’ evidence from Mohave County and Cochise County of high voter 
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turnout asks this Court to compare apples to oranges. Resp. at 20–21.6 Those counties never 

used unstaffed drop boxes. See Kentch Decl. ¶ 6; Stevens Decl. ¶ 6. Especially without 

knowledge of each county’s demographics and other relevant data, that a county without 

drop boxes has higher turnout than a county with drop boxes sheds no light on how the 

elimination of drop boxes would affect voters. For those Arizonans who have relied on 

unstaffed drop boxes to cast their vote, removal of this voting method would result in 

additional burdens, confusion about where and how to vote, and ultimately lower turnout 

and even result in denial of access to the franchise. Intervenors’ Mot. at 15–16; see also 

David Schultz, Less Than Fundamental: The Myth of Voter Fraud and the Coming of the 

Second Great Disenfranchisement, 34 Wm. Mitchell L. Rev. 483, 502 (2008) (“[E]mpirical 

evidence from political scientists [] demonstrate that as the costs of voting increase, 

registration and turnout decrease.”) (citing Expert Report and Affidavit of Marjorie R. 

Hershey, Ind. Democratic Party v. Rokita, 2005 WL 4019117 (S.D. Ind. October 25, 

2005)); id. (examples of “costs of voting” include “time to register to vote, waiting times, 

financial and informational costs, registration laws, and physical barriers”). The balance of 

hardships weighs decidedly in Intervenors’ favor.  

CONCLUSION 

For these reasons, this Court should dismiss Plaintiffs’ complaint for lack of standing 

or grant Intervenor-Defendants summary judgment.  

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 8th day of December, 2023. 

COPPERSMITH BROCKELMAN PLC 

By: /s/ D. Andrew Gaona              
D. Andrew Gaona 
Austin C. Yost  

 
6 Plaintiffs’ Response to Intervenors’ Statement of Facts includes a controverting statement 
of facts, which is procedurally improper. Arizona Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c)(3)(B) 
authorizes a party opposing summary judgment to specify in a controverting statement of 
facts only “the numbered paragraphs in the moving party’s statement that are disputed” and 
“those facts that establish a genuine dispute or otherwise preclude summary judgment in 
favor of the moving party.” Regardless, these additional facts fail to demonstrate that the 
elimination of drop boxes does not harm voters. 
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12/8/23, 12:40 PM Receive Definition & Meaning - Merriam-Webster

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/receive 1/11

receive verb

re· ceive  ri-ˈsēv 

received; receiving
Synonyms of receive

transitive verb

1 : to come into possession of : ACQUIRE

receive a gift

2 a : to act as a receptacle or container for

b : to assimilate through the mind or senses

the cistern receives water from the roof

receive new ideas

3 a : to permit to enter : ADMIT

b : WELCOME, GREET

c : to react to in a specified manner

4 : to accept as authoritative, true, or accurate : BELIEVE

5 a : to support the weight or pressure of : BEAR

b : to take (a mark or impression) from the weight of something

some clay receives clear impressions

Definition Synonyms Example Sentences Word History Entries Near Show MoreDictionary Thesaurus

receive
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https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/verb
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/receive?pronunciation&lang=en_us&dir=r&file=receiv03
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/receive?pronunciation&lang=en_us&dir=r&file=receiv03
https://www.merriam-webster.com/thesaurus/receive
https://www.merriam-webster.com/thesaurus/receive
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/transitive
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/acquire
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/receptacle
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/assimilate#h1
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/admit
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/welcome
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/greet
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/believe
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/bear
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/impression
javascript:void(0);
https://legal.yahoo.com/us/en/yahoo/privacy/adinfo/index.html
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https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/receive 2/11

intransitive verb

Shop Now

admit enter

take

See all Synonyms & Antonyms in Thesaurus 

c : ACQUIRE, EXPERIENCE

d : to suffer the hurt or injury of

received his early schooling at home

received a broken nose

1 : to be a recipient

2 : to be at home to visitors

receives on Tuesdays

3 : to convert incoming radio waves into perceptible signals

4 : to prepare to take possession of the ball from a kick in football

Definition Synonyms Example Sentences Word History Entries Near Show MoreDictionary Thesaurus
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https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/intransitive
https://rdmc.homedepot.com/click/tag276939/9026903672504086597/1?_crm=2&vid=5082567284367197055&__ads=c87d009ebc422a20ccdb622b6adfcfe8&adkey=9d3&hx=149540290&agrp=eg47244&slot=tag276939&impts=1702057161374&ad=crv164369&_cx=$$CX$$&_cy=$$CY$$&_celt=$$ELT-ID$$&_celtid=$$ELT-IDS$$
https://rdmc.homedepot.com/click/tag276939/9026903672504086597/1?_crm=2&vid=5082567284367197055&__ads=c87d009ebc422a20ccdb622b6adfcfe8&adkey=9d3&hx=149540290&agrp=eg47244&slot=tag276939&impts=1702057161374&ad=crv164369&_cx=$$CX$$&_cy=$$CY$$&_celt=$$ELT-ID$$&_celtid=$$ELT-IDS$$
https://rdmc.homedepot.com/click/tag276939/9026903672504086597/1?_crm=2&vid=5082567284367197055&__ads=c87d009ebc422a20ccdb622b6adfcfe8&adkey=9d3&hx=149540290&agrp=eg47244&slot=tag276939&impts=1702057161374&ad=crv164369&_cx=$$CX$$&_cy=$$CY$$&_celt=$$ELT-ID$$&_celtid=$$ELT-IDS$$
https://rdmc.homedepot.com/click/tag276939/9026903672504086597/1?_crm=2&vid=5082567284367197055&__ads=c87d009ebc422a20ccdb622b6adfcfe8&adkey=9d3&hx=149540290&agrp=eg47244&slot=tag276939&impts=1702057161374&ad=crv164369&_cx=$$CX$$&_cy=$$CY$$&_celt=$$ELT-ID$$&_celtid=$$ELT-IDS$$
https://rdmc.homedepot.com/click/tag276939/9026903672504086597/1?_crm=2&vid=5082567284367197055&__ads=c87d009ebc422a20ccdb622b6adfcfe8&adkey=9d3&hx=149540290&agrp=eg47244&slot=tag276939&impts=1702057161374&ad=crv164369&_cx=$$CX$$&_cy=$$CY$$&_celt=$$ELT-ID$$&_celtid=$$ELT-IDS$$
https://rdmc.homedepot.com/click/tag276939/9026903672504086597/1?_crm=2&vid=5082567284367197055&__ads=c87d009ebc422a20ccdb622b6adfcfe8&adkey=9d3&hx=149540290&agrp=eg47244&slot=tag276939&impts=1702057161374&ad=crv164369&_cx=$$CX$$&_cy=$$CY$$&_celt=$$ELT-ID$$&_celtid=$$ELT-IDS$$
https://rdmc.homedepot.com/click/tag276939/9026903672504086597/1?_crm=2&vid=5082567284367197055&__ads=c87d009ebc422a20ccdb622b6adfcfe8&adkey=9d3&hx=149540290&agrp=eg47244&slot=tag276939&impts=1702057161374&ad=crv164369&_cx=$$CX$$&_cy=$$CY$$&_celt=$$ELT-ID$$&_celtid=$$ELT-IDS$$
https://rdmc.homedepot.com/click/tag276939/9026903672504086597/1?_crm=2&vid=5082567284367197055&__ads=c87d009ebc422a20ccdb622b6adfcfe8&adkey=9d3&hx=149540290&agrp=eg47244&slot=tag276939&impts=1702057161374&ad=crv164369&_cx=$$CX$$&_cy=$$CY$$&_celt=$$ELT-ID$$&_celtid=$$ELT-IDS$$
https://rdmc.homedepot.com/click/tag276939/9026903672504086597/1?_crm=2&vid=5082567284367197055&__ads=c87d009ebc422a20ccdb622b6adfcfe8&adkey=9d3&hx=149540290&agrp=eg47244&slot=tag276939&impts=1702057161374&ad=crv164369&_cx=$$CX$$&_cy=$$CY$$&_celt=$$ELT-ID$$&_celtid=$$ELT-IDS$$
https://legal.yahoo.com/us/en/yahoo/privacy/adinfo/index.html
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/admit
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/enter
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/take
https://www.merriam-webster.com/thesaurus/receive
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/acquire
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/experience
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/perceptible
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